Course Migrations
Crane is the world’s most advanced automated course
migration and archiving application. Migrate and modernize
mass courses with ease, using Crane's self-service portal.

Intelligent. Cost-effective. Course Migrations.
With Crane automation tool courses can be migrated and modernised at
high volumes and in record time.

Cloud Based

Reporting

With Crane automation tool courses
can be migrated and modernised at
high volumes and in record time.

Crane generates a report for every
course migrated capturing any errors
encountered.

Self-Service

Course Uplift

Allows course content managers to
migrate and uplift courses via a userfriendly interface.

Crane automates course uplift via an
intelligent templating system, allowing
per-course templates.

API Integration

Mass Migration

Crane talks to all the more popular and
contemporary LMSs via their APIs,
simplifying migration.

Crane can scale up to handle large
volumes of courses: Tested at 2,500
courses per day.

Crystal Delta belongs to a new breed of companies that are set on
proving that small companies can do big things. Applying extreme
ownership, our daily driving purpose is delivering pragmatic technology
solutions in Education. Learn more at www.crystaldelta.com/edu

SEE IT IN ACTION

Course Archiving
The Crane course archiving service assists education
institutes with the important task of moving courses and
related content from a traditional LMS, into an archive for
long-term storage.

Browsable Archiving Services
The Crystal Delta Course Archiving Service workflow highlights the key inputs
and the responsibility of the teams from analysis to publish.

Service Workflow
Part of our Learnscape products and services, the
Course Archiving Service assists education
institutions with the important task of moving
courses and related content from a traditional LMS
into an archive for long-term storage. This will
reduce licensing and hosting related costs, ensure
24/7 accessibility and provide with course
restortion capability.

The EdTech Solar System
We like to think about your LMS as the "Sun" of your
learning ecosystem. Around it there are several
support services, platforms and tools that you need to
make learning more productive, efficient, engaging
and successful for your learners. Our solutions and
services are here to help.
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